


UTIQUE is a new name in the universe of luxury perfumes and cosmetics, arranged like a bouquet of sensorial variations. Composed 
to capture beauty, equilibrium and vitality. Created to affect our existence by adding a touch of luxury to everyday moments.  
To make life full of passion. UTIQUE is excellence, for those who desire to escape into the world of class and sophistication.

Enter the chic atelier and meet the alchemist, who creates the most precious elixir compositions: three mystical fragrances and 
two natural oils.

Natural Oils 
UTIQUE oils are liquid gold, a treasure which turns everyday care into an indescribable pleasure. By using the blending technique 
we combined several precious oils so that their effects complemented one another providing rejuvenation, moisturisation and 
regeneration of the skin. Natural origin is the secret of their power. UTIQUE face and hair oils contain no preservatives, are rich in 
valuable vitamins, whereas organic certifications confirm top quality origin of selected ingredients. 

“The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious”
Albert Einstein





In ancient times perfumes were made from natural raw materials and usually had the form of oils and lotions. Initially, only the rulers 
and the wealthiest citizens had access to these exclusive products. UTIQUE perfumes go back to the roots of classic perfumery 
where carefully selected natural oils and the notes of nature are combined into an unparalleled quality. Created according to secret 
recipes, based on precious ingredients. Embodiment of greatness, mystery and exoticism. True masterpieces. 

Tradition and Modernity



Luxury, elegance, wealth of top quality ingredients – the dream of perfection as well as full harmony of the body and the spirit – this 
is what the UTIQUE perfumes were born from. To offer the quality that so far could have been experienced when visiting small, 
highly exclusive boutiques in small districts of the world’s fashion capitals. Drawing upon the knowledge of world class senseliers, 
UTIQUE perfumes are a line of niche fragrances made with top quality ingredients – elixirs with high concentration of essential 
oils. Perfection, created for those who wish to escape from everyday life and head towards the most sophisticated experiences.

Fragrance is Art



Face

Use it in several ways:
• as a serum or mask on your face, 

neck and neckline,

• to massage the face,

• as an addition to your favorite 
cream.



Luxury Face Oil
Essence of nature locked in a phial of magnificent face oil. Designed specifically to rejuvenate, moisturize and nourish every skin 
type. Created from a combination of 13 natural and essential oils, including the most valuable and certified Rosa Mosqueta, jojoba 
and argan oils. Prevent formation of fine wrinkles and capillaries, stop the passage of time with the exquisite neroli oil from bitter 

orange. Wake up every day with a renewed, fresh and radiant face!

The natural wealth  
of precious ingredients
Meet the properties of the most 
valuable oils included in the Luxury 
Face Oil!

• Neroli oil delays skin ageing  
 and prevents capillaries.
• Argan oil is rich in unsaturated fatty  
 acids and vitamin E, has anti-wrinkle  
 and rejuvenating properties.
• Rosa Mosqueta oil, contains retinoic  
 acid, reduces wrinkles and inhibits the  
 formation of new ones.
• Nigella oil is rich in gamma-linolenic  
 acid, vitamin F, phytosterols, vitamin  
 E and K, supports the elimination  
 of blackheads and blemishes.
• Jojoba oil closes the pores, moisturizes  
 the skin and improves its firmness.  
 Minimizes fine lines and wrinkles.
•	Sunflower	oil	increases the elasticity  
 of the skin, slows down the ageing  
 process.

Face

100% NATURAL.
Contains certified oils.  
Preservative free.

LUXURY FACE OIL | 30 ml 
LUXURY FACE OIL 

> 502004



Hair

WHAT’S CRUCIAL:
• rich in certified natural oils

• with a great liquid gold texture

• perfect for dry and wet hair 

• easily applied  
and quickly absorbed

• rinse-free

• highly efficient



Luxury Hair Repair Oil 
Quintessence of artistry, an exquisite composition designed with gifts of nature enchanted in the drops of precious oils.  
The beneficial jojoba, linseed, argan, apricot kernel as well as ylang-ylang oils, rich in valuable vitamins, strengthen, nourish  
and regenerate hair. They penetrate deep inside to provide a spectacular shine and silky smoothness. See your hair become 

healthier and more beautiful than ever. 

Hair

Preservative free!

Natural power  
for your hair
The Luxury Hair Repair Oil contains  
only	certified	oils!	Explore	the	power	 
of each of them.

• Jojoba oil stimulates hair growth.  
 It contains unsaturated fatty acids,   
 natural vitamin E, and F, phytosterols  
 and squalene.
• Linseed oil eliminates the problem  
 of hair loss. Thanks to vitamin E  
 and omega-3 acids it nourishes  
 and strengthens hair structure.
• Apricot kernel oil is a rich source  
 of essential fatty acids, vitamins of youth  
 (A and E) and vitamin B17. Nourishes dry  
 and damaged hair.
• Argan oil deeply nourishes and rebuilds  
 hair, adds shine, tames and improves its  
 condition, preventing split ends.
• The essential ylang-ylang oil is derived  
 from cananga tree – a tropical and  
 evergreen tree. It strengthens hair  
 and prevent its loss. 

LUXURY HAIR REPAIR OIL | 50 ml 
LUXURY HAIR REPAIR OIL 

> 502005



Gives a unique meaning to what is precious, intoxicates, captivates and enchants. 
It’s a scent of a secret dimension where warmth meets sensuality. 

UTIQUE Black is the epitome of elegance, addictiveness and confidence. An intriguing, memorable and legendary fragrance.

Black

PERFUME | 100 ml
Fragrance: 20% 

> 502001



Black



Gold

UNIQUE IN EVERY 
DETAIL

The exclusive UTIQUE perfume 
bottles are mysterious and elegant 

as the scents locked in their 
interiors. Made with great care with 
frosted glass and topped with a cap 

which complements the oriental 
line of the bottle. Packed in a chic, 
black box, highlighting the great 

importance of the treasure hidden 
inside.



The essence of oriental splendour. 
Perfumes which dazzle like gold and are exquisite like handcrafted jewellery. An esoteric experience, desire for passion, an elegant 

grace of temptation… UTIQUE Gold sublimes your value. Majestuous, essential, inspiring.

 

Gold

PERFUME | 100 ml
Fragrance: 20% 

> 502002



Magnetism, passion, seduction, the most wonderful emotions locked in glass. 
UTIQUE Ruby is an escape from everyday life, the mystical journey into the depths of the human soul. Feel the gentle caress,  

let it awaken your senses. Understand the spirit of sensuality. 

Ruby

PERFUME | 100 ml
Fragrance: 20% 

> 502003



FRAGRANCE PERFECT 
BY NATURE

The finest natural oils of velvet 
vetiver, delicate orange blossom, 

the precious iris absolute,  
vanilla-like Myroxylon Balsamum 

bark have been locked in the 
UTIQUE perfumes to let you 

enjoy the true scents of nature, 
combined in perfect perfume 

compositions.

Ruby
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